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ABSTRACT

one person as the root, thus an overview of the entire network
is lost. CactusTrees [6] on the other hand represent hierarchical
structures with the goal of untangling overlaid bundles of intersecting edges, making distant connections more apparent. As
higher order dependencies may get lost in traditional visualisations, HoNVis [21] adds nodes to encode dependencies in chains
of interactions. Usually, a communication network has many
nodes and overlapping connections already, so Yang et al. [23]
rather focus on discovering overlapping cores to improve the
identification of community boundaries to highlight global latent
structures. Similarly, Gronemann et al. [11] use the metaphor of
islands and hills to visualise clustered graphs, making densely
connected communities clearly noticeable. The edges are bundled
and follow valleys of the resulting topology, thus making relationships between other communities hard to follow. MapSets [7]
assume a graph that was laid out using embeddings reflecting
communities. An algorithm then draws regions around clusters
of nodes, such that the bounding shapes are contiguous and
non-overlapping, but yet abstract. Another approach to visualise
networks at full scale is to aggregate nodes based on their spatial distribution and thereby allowing for a simple exploration
with contour lines and heatmap overlays to emphasise latent
structures as proposed by Hildenbrand et al. [13].
Document visualisation aims to visualise the content, such that
users gain quick insights into topics, latent phrases, or trends.
Tiara [22] extracts topics and derives time-sensitive keywords
to depict evolving subjects over time as stacked plots. Other
approaches project documents into a latent space, using topic
models or embeddings. Creating scatter-plots of embedded documents of a large corpus may result in a very dense and unclear
layout, so Chen et al. [4] developed an algorithm to reduce overfull visualisations by picking representative documents. A different approach is taken by Fortuna et al. [8], who do not show
documents directly, but generate a heatmap of the populated
canvas and overlay it with salient phrases at more densely populated areas from the underlying documents in that region. Friedl
et al. [10] extend that concept by drawing clear lines between
regions and colouring them. They also add edges between salient
phrases based on co-occurrences in the texts. Most recently Cartograph [19] was proposed, which is visually very similar to
previous approaches, but uses pre-rendered information of different resolution and map technology to enable a responsive
interactive visualisation. Regions are coloured based on underlying ontologies from a knowledge-base.
Our goal is to merge approaches for network and document
visualisations in one interactive user interface. This means to
integrate multiple dimensions of email datasets including time,
interactions, users and topics into a 2D map representation. Giving an overview over latent structures and topics in one map
may significantly improve the exploration of a corpus by users

Nowadays, more and more large datasets exhibit an intrinsic
graph structure. While there exist special graph databases to handle ever increasing amounts of nodes and edges, visualising this
data becomes infeasible quickly with growing data. In addition,
looking at its structure is not sufficient to get an overview of a
graph dataset. Indeed, visualising additional information about
nodes or edges without cluttering the screen is essential. In this
paper, we propose an interactive visualisation for social networks
that positions individuals (nodes) on a two-dimensional canvas
such that communities defined by social links (edges) are easily
recognisable. Furthermore, we visualise topical relatedness between individuals by analysing information about social links, in
our case email communication. To this end, we utilise document
embeddings, which project the content of an email message into
a high dimensional semantic space and graph embeddings, which
project nodes in a network graph into a latent space reflecting
their relatedness.
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INTRODUCTION

In our modern information society we produce substantial amounts
of data each day. A large portion of it comes from the communication on social media platforms or through emails. Special graph
databases enable the efficient storage of these large communication networks and provide interfaces to query or analyse the data.
Visualising networks in their entirety on the other hand is a very
challenging task. Users investigating a communication network
want to find information about when does who communicate
with whom about what. These kind of networks can be found in
many different shapes. Modern social networks, such as Twitter
or Facebook exhibit similar structures as classic, offline social
networks [20]. We investigate another type of social network: a
collection of emails.
Given the communication data over a year or more, it is practically impossible to gain an overview or quick insights into
the latent network structure with a basic approach as shown in
1. Also, in such a traditional network visualisation, information
about the content of messages sent between individuals is lost.
Besides these traditional systems, more exotic approaches use
the metaphor of geographical maps [17] to visualise networks,
for example using topology to reflect connectivity of densely
connected social communities. The map analogy can also be used
to visualise the contents of documents by embedding them into
a high dimensional semantic space [15] and projecting it on the
map as a document landscape. In order to highlight how relationships form and change based on the interactions, the metaphor
of a growing tree ca be used (ContactTrees [18]). Although this
reflects temporal aspects of dynamic networks well, it focuses on
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Figure 1: Traditional basic visualisation of a communication graph from 2000 emails using force layout
unfamiliar with the domain and terminology. Also domain experts could benefit from such an overview, e.g. by easily being
able to identify global patterns in the data.
A specific application scenario that could benefit from such
integrated, interactive visualisations is the analysis of large, unstructured, heterogeneous data collections. Data-driven journalism [5] often has to deal with leaked, unstructured, very heterogeneous data, e.g. in the context of the Panama Papers, where
journalists needed to untangle and order huge amounts of information, search entities, and visualise found patterns [3]. Similar
datasets are of interest in the context of computational forensics [9]. Auditing firms and law enforcement need to sift through
huge amounts of data to gather evidence of criminal activity,
often involving communication networks and documents [14].

2

INTERACTIVE VISUALISATION

Systems for document exploration largely vary in what they
display and how users interact with them. This depends partly
on the available raw data, but also on information extracted from
pre-processing or enrichment with external sources. 1 shows
a basic visualisation of the network graph extracted from an
email corpus. Although it is an improvement over only listing
connections, large densely connected graphs quickly become
hard to read and information about the email contents is lost.
Exploring document collections can be seen as a top-down
approach, where the system provides abstract overviews of the
entire document collection and users incrementally refine the
search, narrowing the results to just a few documents of interest.
Such a top-down approach may help users without prior knowledge to get a sense for the data by visualising high level latent
structures of communication networks or the topical distributions.
In the scope of this work we primarily consider documents to
be emails or data attached to them. The sender, recipients, time,
and content can directly be extracted from the raw data. We call
these – and results from further processing – dimensions that can
be visualised. From the contents one may infer named entities,
topics, embeddings, or salient phrases, while the communication
network spanned by sender-recipient pairs can be used to detect
salient structures and hierarchies. The temporal information
enables the previously mentioned data to be analysed over time
to detect evolving or changing patterns.
There are numerous ways to visualise each dimension on
its own or in combination with others. The requirement of a
dimension and its priority in a visualisation is dictated by the
system objective. From the wide range of possibilities, we strive
for a system which supports the exploration of a large collection

of documents without any prior knowledge about its content and
individuals involved.
In our system, we use the names and email addresses of senders
and recipients (individuals), communication network, semantic
vector representations of email contents, and as part of an overlay
the timestamps of emails and propose a graph layout over a
document landscape that visually describes who talks with whom
about what at a given time period.

3

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Visualising communication networks in a topic-aware fashion to
explore documents and salient structures is not straightforward
Different layout objectives may produce contradicting results and
the challenges of processing big data need to be addressed [2]. In
this section, we describe algorithmic approaches behind the system we are working on. For a discussion of engineering aspects
on how to store, serve, and render the map-like data, we refer to
the Cartograph stack [19], as we will focus on the process how
to get the information that the map is generated from.
We visualise the embedded emails as dots in a two-dimensional
landscape in which individuals are placed as nodes connected by
edges. All emails between two individuals are reduced into one
edge reducing visual complexity and making it easier to detect
salient structures. However, that comes with the trade-off that
nodes and edges cannot be perfectly placed in the landscape to
cover all semantic aspects of the communication between them,
but rather an estimate. Our very early prototype placed some
individuals with no dominant topic in a crowded area in the
centre of the landscape as shown in 2, where colours of opaque
dots for emails correspond to that of the sender. Although the
network visualisation at this point does not make connections
more clear than in 1, users can already distinguish individuals
with similar or unrelated topics.
Our proposed algorithm to find a stable network layout has
three stages, namely an (i) initialisation phase which creates
the landscape and roughly places nodes and connections, an
(ii) update phase which iteratively updates the node placement
towards a better fit, and finally a (iii) post processing phase where
edges become splines to make latent structures more clear and a
map topology is added.
Initialising the Landscape. To generate the document landscape, we first process the network graph to roughly determine
regions, where documents will be placed. Therefore we apply
node2vec [12] to the communication network and embed each individual’s node. We separate the graph into communities Pi ⊂ P
using the kernel density of the resulting populated space at
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Adjusting the Network Layout. The first stage of our proposed
algorithm produces a fixed document landscape and roughly fits
the communication network on top. We now aim to incrementally
adapt the layout of the graph to better reflect salient structures
in the network while keeping each individual’s node close to the
reflective semantic area in the landscape.
Therefore we define a score quantifying how well the current
layout fits these objectives:
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where d (·, ·) is the distance between two nodes (zero if no connection exists) or shortest distance from a node to its ideal line.
To adjust the layout towards either a better semantic or structural
fit, we introduce parameters θ and η.
In order to minimise 1, we use stochastic gradient descent. In
each iteration step, we can derive the direction and magnitude
each node should be moved towards a better semantic fit and
closer proximity to it’s neighbourhood in the network.
The semantic gradient for p j ∈ P is defined by
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Figure 2: Rendered prototype output after landscape initialisation without prior community segmentation
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threshold κ, where a higher κ results in more, but smaller communities. For each community Pi , pairwise neighbourhood similarities are calculated using euclidean distance between nodes,
forming the triangular matrix Si , where skl is the similarity between pk , pl ∈ Pi .
Furthermore, we train document embeddings [15, 25] on all
emails and use them to infer high dimensional semantic vector representations. Let Mi be the set of emails that originated
in community Pi . For each email m ∈ Mi , the dimensionality
is reduced using t-SNE [16], which retains possible semantic
clusterings of documents in the higher dimensional space. The
resulting two-dimensional vectors are then placed as dots on the
map using the centre of embedded network communities as the
respective origin, whereas the size is determined by the number
of related individuals.
We also initialise communication network’s layout. Thereby,
the staring position of a node representing an individual is determined by the normalised sum of two-dimensional vectors of
all emails he or she has sent or received. This way, we implicitly group semantically related individuals into communities as
frequent communication biases this normalised sum. Straight
edges are added between the nodes if the respective individuals
exchanged emails. Note, that many edges may only represent
a small number of emails. Applying a variable threshold σ can
reduce the computational load in later stages, as these edges will
not impact the overall layout very much. They can be added
again as the user requests a detailed visualisation by zooming in
or through other interactions.
In the algorithm’s second stage, we iteratively try to improve
the layout of the communication network by finding a balance
between the closeness of nodes to semantic context and densely
connected neighbourhoods a node belongs to. Therefore, for
each individual p j ∈ P we use linear regression to fit a line m
M
pj
though all two-dimensional vectors of emails he or she has sent
or received. As a node is placed near this line, it remains in a
semantically good position.
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euclidean norm, while neighbourhood gradient is defined by
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where p j ∼ pk denotes that an edge exists between p j and pk .
With the definitions in 2 and 3, we can formulate the update
vector δ⃗j for node p j ∈ P as


δ⃗j := ξ θ δ⃗jn + ηδ⃗js

(4)

where ξ is the learning rate and θ, η as before parameters to
weight between a better semantic or neighbourhood fit.
Most likely, complex network structures might prevent the
stochastic gradient descent to find a stable minimum, so the score
of the objective function should be monitored or intermediate
layouts be visually evaluated to determine a satisfactory result.
Post Processing. Lastly, we use the post processing stage to
enhance the readability of our visualisation. Densely connected
communities in the graph are potentially hard to read, thus we
apply edge bundling [1] to visually clear latent structures. We
also apply MapSets [7] to separate the regions for each community. Since semantically similar emails may appear in different
communities, we apply colouring based on clusters in the original
global document embedding space to retain this aspect. Choosing
the colours depends on the number of latent topics that should
be depicted [24]. If the topic number exceeds 25-30 topics, grouping topics and allowing for zooming within a two-level topichierarchy ensures distinguishable colors for up to 10 subtopics
(25 × 10 = 25). In order to represent temporal aspects of the data,
we calculate the kernel density of the document landscape for
fixed time-intervals, which can be used to add heat-map overlays
that users can select later on.
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Figure 3: Semantic landscape of email contents and dominant communication patterns (drawn mockup)
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CONCLUSION AND VISION

In this paper, we described an algorithm to lay out a communication network on top of a landscape of semantically embedded emails. This is still work in progress, thus 3 shows only a
manually drawn mock-up of the visualisation we envision. In it,
individuals are represented as nodes positioned such that densely
connected communities are visually clustered. Edges describe the
email traffic, where the opacity and thickness is used to indicate
the frequency of messages between the nodes they connect.
The semantic representations of emails are used to place dots
on a background layer which we call the document landscape.
This landscape is used as additional input to the graph layout
algorithm, aiming to place a node within corresponding semantic
regions. The colouring of regions in the landscape is derived from
densely connected communities in the communication graph. Optionally, representative words are selected for densely populated
areas in the landscape, so that users get a rough idea about subjects in that area. The aforementioned timestamps of emails can
be used to generate a heatmap overlay to show the activity in a
certain time interval which is controlled by a slider. Similar to
modern geographical maps, zooming into a region reveals more
details. In our case, less prominent individuals and their connections are shown along with additional salient phrases from the
document landscape. Selecting a node will not only highlight connected edges but may also temporarily show more edges which
were previously hidden at that zoom level. The user will also be
able to retrieve documents with the help of a selection rectangle
or clicking dots in the document landscape.
In future work, we hope to evaluate this system using fullscale real-world data as well as practitioners from journalism and
auditing. It may also be interesting to experiment with embedding
methods, which take both the emails and the network graph as
input and directly project the inferred representations into the
two-dimensional landscape to simplify the proposed algorithm.
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